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I strongly oppose this application as a resident of Cape Jaffa Marina.

I was advised that  would undergo necessary steps required to
permanently change the water supply classification via email dated 25
November 2021.

There was no mention in their correspondence that they had already filed
this application with a closing date for push back being 3 December 2021.

I have rain water tanks plumbed to my residence, however do revert to
‘Cape Jaffa water’ when my tanks empty during summer. As my contract
clearly states CJAES would supply reticulated potable water we have drunk
this water up until advised on 2/8/21 that is was now deemed unsafe
to consume. We now find the current water treatment plant is not configured
to remove fluoride. How has this happened?

What plans have CJAES in place and what is their commitment for when
the undrinkable water supply becomes unsafe for bathing, washing etc.

To date, nor CJAES have made no effort to meet with residents and
land owners face to face to discuss water options. 

This is yet again an appalling example of  shirking all responsibility
and taking the easy and most cost effective option for themselves
regardless of their commitments to a development they are wholly
respons ble for.

 has a lot to answer for.
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